confidence that comes from **craftsmanship** you can trust

Consumers appreciate the value that comes from adherence to performance and quality specifications. Consistency builds consumer confidence and that means repeat business from satisfied customers. You can have confidence in our ASTM Certified products because ASTM International is one of the largest voluntary standards development organizations in the world. The standards developed at ASTM are the work of over 30,000 ASTM members. These technical experts represent producers, users, consumers, government and academia from countries across the globe.
When quality matters
...there is only one standard.

Buy with confidence.
Our certified mops and brooms deliver consistent performance and are held to the highest standards.

When you purchase our ASTM certified mops and brooms, you can be sure that you are getting a product held to the highest standards of quality within the industry. Our products are rigorously tested for durability and strength, held to exact packaging standards, and scrutinized down to the very fibers used. Take confidence that our certified brooms and mops are constructed with a level of quality and performance you can count on every time.

UPRIGHT BROOMS

ASTM has gone to great lengths in categorizing broom types, creating standards for each part that a broom is composed of, and providing packaging guidelines. Because we are a manufacturer that follows these standards, you are ensured consistency of product, with standardized, quality construction.

Our certified products follow:

- Specific broom fiber guidelines such as percentage of broomcorn or other natural or synthetic fiber content
- Standardized classification of brooms such as: Upright, Whisk, Toy, Lobby, Household, Janitor & Warehouse
- Accurate labeling information guidelines including material content on all packaging/labels
- Standardized set of physical characteristics i.e., handle diameters, broom weights & sizes

WET MOPS

ASTM has gone to great lengths in categorizing mop types, creating standards for each part that a mop is composed of, and providing packaging guidelines. Because we are a manufacturer that follows these standards, you are ensured consistency of product, with standardized, quality construction.

Our certified products follow:

- Specific mop yarn classifications determined by chemical analysis
- Standardized mop classification by yarn type i.e., Cotton, Rayon, Blend or Synthetic
- Accurate labeling information including yarn content and ounce weight on all packaging/labels
- Standardized set of physical characteristics i.e., yarn fiber content and mop weights. You can trust that the weight on the label is the weight of the mop

ASTM Certified Broom specifications:

Fiber Classification -
100% Broomcorn: Content is only broomcorn
Natural Fiber: Content is natural fiber and broomcorn, with broomcorn fiber content < 100%
Substitute Fiber: Content is any combination of natural and filler fiber with no broomcorn

Weight and Physical Characteristics -
Whisk Broom: 3 lbs or more per dozen; hand-held with no protruding handle
Toy Broom: 5 lbs or more per dozen; handle diameter not < 1/4 in, and not > 1/2 in. Overall length not < 36 in, and not > 42 in
Lobby Broom: 8 lbs. or more per dozen; handle diameter not < 3/4 in, and not > 1/2 in. Overall length not < 36 in., and not > than 42 in
Household Broom: 14 lbs, or more per dozen; handle diameter not < 3/4 in, and not > 1 1/4 in. Overall length not < 52 in
Janitor Broom: 25 lbs, or more per dozen; handle diameter not < 1 in. Overall length not < 54 in.
Warehouse Broom: 28 lbs. or more per dozen; handle diameter not < 1 in. Overall length not < 54 in.

ASTM Certified Mop specifications:

Cotton Mop: Yarn fibers are more than 80% cotton
Rayon Mop: Yarn fibers are 100% man-made fibers with a minimum 50% of fiber content being rayon
Blend Mop: Yarn fibers are a mixture of cotton, rayon, and synthetic fibers. Cotton < 80%, and rayon < 50%
Synthetic Mop: Yarn fibers are 100% man-made fibers
Mop Weight: Must be packaged and sold by the ounce

Confidence comes from ensuring that product weight and material content are consistently delivered. Count on the quality of our ASTM certified brooms and mops for lasting strength and durability. When quality matters, use only our ASTM Certified products.